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About This Game

Dive into a deep story of corruption, crime and intrigue. Take the role of gritty Police Chief Jack Boyd, and come face to face
with the ugly underbelly of Freeburg, a city spiraling the drain. Will Jack reach his retirement with a nice stack of bills, or will

he end up broken ... or worse?

Manage your staff, respond to emergencies, and investigate crimes in a city on the brink of chaos. The mafia underworld
maneuvers behind the scenes, sinking their claws ever deeper into the city, even as the mayor is ready to exploit every situation

to his political advantage.

Choose your approach to each situation as it unfolds. Sometimes you’ll be responding to a developing crisis at a crime scene, or
negotiating with Freeburg’s crime bosses. Sometimes you’ll find yourself dodging questions in the press room, or even the

occasional cross-examination in the witness box. Can you keep this pressure cooker from exploding, at least for long enough to
stash away a nice retirement nest egg?
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Your mission is clear: make $500,000 in 180 days, before Jack Boyd reaches retirement. How? That’s up to you!

Decisions, decisions! This Is the Police is all about a dark story and how you react to it. Whatever you decide, your
choices will influence the game – and the fate of Jack Boyd.

The Good, the Bad, and... the Ugly? The Chief of Freeburg's Police Department deals with all kind of people. It is up to
you to find the bad guys, and decide how to deal with them.

Carry out your duties. As head of Freeburg PD, Jack deals with all sorts of challenges every day: responding to
emergencies, managing his officers, defending the department against City Hall and a corrupt mayor, and much more.

Solve Investigations and gather evidence against the criminal gangs of Freeburg.

Deal with the competing powers of the city. Everyone offers you favors, and each one comes at a price.

Rich and fully voiced story: Jack Boyd is portrayed by Jon St. John, the voice of Duke Nukem.
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Title: This Is the Police
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Weappy Studio
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Franchise:
This Is the Police
Release Date: 2 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP 32

Processor: Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 7800, AMD HD 4600, Intel HD3000 or similiar

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,German,Russian,French,Simplified Chinese,Japanese
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Pitiable trash crashes on attempts to load, with or without patch. Computer in use is 8GB RAM laptop capable of running
DoTA2 at medium settings.

Do not buy.. Very enjoyable game .... I just need to stop playing :). I would not get this as the dress up and character creation
does nothing for the game itself and you cannot use your much better creation over the "meh" character you play as in the game.
Plus, you can only dress up a girl with a way above average body and not a male or a fat girl...just an athletic girl is all you can
do.. I've played through these three missions\/mini campaigns three times now and they're still fun. They also provide excellent
prequel\/sequel views of the main campaign, explaining what happened before you met Walker, and what happened after the
game ends. Well worth the money just for the stories they tell. Sure, they're not huge campaigns, but they're not really supposed
to be. Frankly if you just want to "kill more norks" I recommend replaying the original game - it's more fun the second time
around anyway.

I've read some of the negative reviews and since I'm an experienced gamer with the ability to solve problems, and I found the
missions moderately challenging and tactically interesting, I can only assume those complaining about the difficulty or the
supposed lack of ammo (??) were not used to this kind of game (which is odd since they'd presumably just played the main
campaign). There are some interesting fights that require you to *think* and try alternate tactics. Running in, guns blazing might
just get you killed (again and again according to some who don't seem to learn).

I liked the DLC. I thought it was worth full price. If you see if on sale grab it.. My happiness went down to zero
Ran naked around the city
Got locked up. I'm glad Steam has great sales, otherwise I might have never seen this game or played it. This is only $2 right
now and I think it's worth every penny and more! Hacker Evolution let's you be that hacker you always see in the movies trying
to hack into something. "I only need one more minute. Just give me a minute." I played about 30 minutes so far and just think
it's really cool. The whole game as far as I can tell is just typing commands into a console and it is very satisfying. Their are
mods and different skins for your console too. The music is pretty decent and feels like good music to hack to. Anyone who
ever thought of being a spy or just a hacker, should play this.. This is like Alien Isolation, but with better graphics and I think
better plot. It's got interesting gameplay, great writing, entertaining VO, a frightening atmosphere, and even manages to provoke
deep thought. An interesting setting mixed with a very well crafted story that doesn't get carried by unexpectable twists but by
the way the story is continously presented to the player. Best space horror at the market right now.. This game should come with
a medical warning. It's a 99 cent acid trip with a significant chance of a brain damaging freak out.

It was so nonsensical, my jaw dropped several times when I finally figured out the next random sequence of object interactions
that drove the "plot" forward. At first, this was frustrating, but then it got funny - really funny - laugh out loud funny as the
game moved on (the use for the piranha wins the prize for absurdity). I have completed the game and its bizarre epilogue, and I
still have no idea what was going on. I've got to believe this was intentional. It's as if the developers took the half-baked ideas
and glaring plot holes from a dozen different low budget Sci-Fi movies and used a random number generator to assign them a
position in the game's "script". This isn't merely a language translation problem (though there were several of these throughout
the game) this is total lack of pyschological coherence problem, and it is (intentionally?\/unintentionally?) hilarious like an Ed
Wood movie.

I am recommending the game only to people who have read the above description of my playthrough and thought - "I've got to
see this fever dream." If you read the description and had any other reaction, I do not recommend this game.. I liked it.
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I do not think it's that nice.

Opponents' trucks are nearly indestructible so there's little fun in trying to destroy them.

Graphics are blurry.

Limited camera options.. This game dips its toes in the horror genre, there's a few jumpscares and blood splatters but overall it's
a pretty casual horror-mystery game. Check out my walkthrough of the game: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9OTMbPzpnc. Fun limbo like game with good controls fast respawn and good tutorials.
Too bad it gets boring fast with repetitive puzzle design.. Got ripped off. Bought this when it cost money, then they made it
free.... My play time (16 hours) is what you will spend on one playthrough without much grinding and if you know what to do
and were to go. As long as I know this game by heart (played it long time ago), it was just a refresher before playing Book 2-3
and Balrum. If you expect to try different builds in Book games please consider to go with warrior in this Book as next Books
will add useful additional content and mechanics to test your healer and mage.

Performance.
Flawless as usual :) My OS is Linux - Debian 9 x64. This game is what we can call a true Linux port. works as expected, no
issues found. It uses somehow limited screen resolution 800x600 (blends well with game old style look and feel) so make sure to
select fullscreen and use 4:3/5:4 screen if you have one instead of widescreen to keep original picture.

10/10 highly recommended! it's a real gem, and it's your lucky day to find this game FREE
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